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AN IMPORTANT SIlOE MACHINE PATENT CASE. tending its vision still farther the science' of to-day recog- would have arrested immediate attention. The real expla-
A decree just made by Judge Samuel Blatchford, in the nized the same processes of development at work in the nation was, according to the view he put before his audi

U. S. Circuit Court for the Southern District of New York, solar system-nay, throughout the universe; and it saw, too, ence, that all we saw of Jupiter was a vaporous substance 
is of especial interest to all boot and shoe manufacturers. that operating on this gigantic scale incalculable periods of raised above the planet itself, and the cloud masses envelop
The case was that of the McKay Sewing Machine Associa- time were necessary for the completion of those processes. ing it, had passed away into the form of invisible vapor so 
tion against the Scott Sole-Sewing Machine Company, and It was his purpose that evening to bring before his audi- as to leave the satellite within what had previously been the 
differs from a suit recently noticed in these columns relative ence, in such a way that they would be able to accept it, i limit of the envelope. Through the edge of Jupiter a star 
to the same subject matter, in that there was now no ques- the evidence of the truth that the various orbs forming the I could sometimes be seen, and probably the planet itself was 
tion of a license or contract between the defendant company solar system of which our earth is one member were all in, thousands of miles below its apparent surface. 
and the complainants. Considering the matter at issue in the different stages of a world's life. To this end he began by Referring next to Saturn, the lecturer pointed out that its 
latter trial only as involving the validity of earlier patents dividing the history of a world such as ours into three dis- condition corresponded with that of Jupiter; and he passed 
which the McKay Association own, and the question of the tinct stages or epochs of development: the period 'of young I on to consider Mars, as an older planet, exemplifying the 
infringement of the same by the defendants, the Court has life, the period of mid-life, and the period of old age. Each I stage_of aecrepitude and decay. In th�t p�anet the are� of 
now ordered an injunction restraining the dEfendants from of the various members of the solar system, or indeed, the the water surface had been reduced tIll It was only Just 
" making, using, or selling any boots or shoes" such as de- universe, was either now, or had once been, in the form of equal to that of the land; and at the poles there were bright 
scribed in patent 29,562, issued in 1860, and since extended vapor at an intense degree of heat. Taking our own earth white caps which presented changes such as we should ex
to Augus� 14, 1�81, or whi.ch "embod� any of the improve-\ as an example, we could look back in imagination to that pect to see on the ,,;lPP?sition t�at t�ese. cap.s were of snow. 
ments or mventIOns descnbed and claImed therein, and from remote period when all the substances, liquid and solid, now A chart of Mars, wIth Its peculIar dIstrIbutIOn of land and 
participating in or aiding in such manner and sale." I forming the earth were in the shape of fiery vapors, and � water, presented the appearance that the earth, according 

This case presents some peculiar features, r.side from its from the gigantic clouds they formed sh'6�ers of molten I to calculations made on the basis of soundings taken by the 
being one of great impo�tance, as involvin!S the interests of, metal, poured down as the planet gr�dually cooled; while � Challenger, would have if half the water on its surface were 
large numbers of manufacturers engaged In 'me of our lead- in its intensely heated state the world would be expanded absorbed. 
Ing industries, Prior to the summer of'1858, nearly all to a size immensely exceeding its present mass, and sur-l Finally the lecturer dealt with the moon as illustrating 
sewe� boots and shoes;,

except,;hose with ve? thin _uppers 
I
I rounded with thick, fiery clouds, hOldin

,
g all the present: the last stage of a planet's existence-that of death. 'rhat 

and lIght soles, called turns, were made wIth a welt; that elements of our seas and continents in the form of vapor, I the moon had no atmosphere was shown by the extreme 
is, the inner sole hac_ a light thread of leather cut therefrom , but, as the world cooled down, the various metals, rocks, i hlackness of tlje lunar shadows. The atmosphere of the 
in which the seam was laid, after which it was tacked to the and other substances in the compositjon of the earth would ', earth was illuminated, and its shadows were very Different 
last, the edges of the upper drawn over it, a narrow strip of gradually aS8Ume their present form. But still there would be : in appearance from those that were visible on the surface of 
leather, c�lled the welt, sewed to both inner sole and upper, suc� intense heat that one substance-water-would remain I the moon. The absence o� :-vater i� on� satellite was also 
and to thIS welt the outer sole was sewed, all of the work in the vaporous state, forming great belts of clouds, and, I clear; but the dark spots vlslble on Its dISk were shown to 
being done from the outside. This, to·day, constitutes the as the central nucleus of the growing planet continued to � be low-lying levels where the water had been in the earlier 
way of making hand-sewed boots and shoes. In 1858 Lyman cool 'down, still further changes would take place. From! stages of the moon's existence. The lecturer exhibited 
R. Bl�ke ?a�ented a machine by.Which, from a horn �r arm the outside nothing would be visible but layers of clouds i se�eral magnificent, diagrams depicting the utterly �r�ary 
workmg InsIde the shoe, the stItches were -taken dIrectly arranged in the order of rain clouds below, cumuli a little' aspect of the moon s surface, and he showed that mllhons 
through the innersole, the edge of the upper, and the out-, higher, and the light feathery clouds still further up. At I of years hence, when the earth entered into the final stage 
sole, withou� the insertion ·of 'any welt. This machine I last came the period of habitability through which the earth of its history, it would present the sam� lifeless, arid ap
works very rapidly, immediately came into general use, and is at present passing, and after that the period of decrepi- pearance. 
makes the greater proportion of what are now known as tude and decay, when from the intensity of cold no power In conclusion, he remarked that the conception of the 
machine-made shoes. Within two years from making pub- of life could possibly exist. In order that we should pro- universe, as explained by him that evening, might appear to 
lic his invention the inventor obtained subsequent patents, perly appreciate the enormous length of time that all these those who sympathized with the views of B;'ewster, Chal
one covering the shoe itself as a new article of manufacture, stages of planetary development wonld require it was neces- I mers, and Dick, as to the existence of life in all the orbs 
and the other covering the procesR of making, both as inde- sary that our conceptions of time should be enlarged like around us, a conception at variance with our ideas of what 
pendent �f what had been secured t� him b� the patent on our conceptions of space, and just as we regarded space as was fitting. . . ' "  the machme. The defendants submItted eVIdence to show infinite, and our little earth the merest point in the univer- On further conSIderatIOn, he belIeved hIS audIence would 
that boots and shoes had previously been made by hand by sity of creation, so we needed to extend our ideas of time agree with him that the view he presented was not so cheer· 
sewing through from outside to inside of the sole, but the just as far in that direction. Tbe geologist knew from less as it appeared. If every orb in space was now inhab· 
Uourt considered that the way in which this was done, so what the rocks taught him that millions of years must have !ted the present stage must have been preceded by universal 
far as set forth, made something of a different product, or passed away simply during that period when the conti- lifelessness, and would be followed by universal death; but 
was not so far practical as to impair the validity of the nents were being made and the rocks placed stratum by if they accepted the view he had brought forward they 
Blake patent for doing this work in the way it was perform- stratum as we found them in the present day; but the stages would still be able to recognize that even now there are mIl-

• ed by the machine. of It world's life before and after this one epoch in its his- lions of worlds bearing life, like the planet of which we are 
. It would be difficult to find, in the history of successful tory occupied incalculable periods of time. What time was the inhabitants. For space was infinite, and should there 

patented inventions, a line of improvements so energetically required for these processes to be carripd out could not be be only one life-bearing planet in every solar system, there 
prosecuted, and with such widely diffused advantages to definitely settled. It was sufficient for his purpose to point would still be scope to conceive in the universe millions of 
the general public, as have been those connected with the out that it would prohably be at least five hundred millioI::s worlds inhabited even at the present time. The number of 
sole sewing machine. Previous to its introduction there of years. The geologist told them that as the earth became stars visible through Lord Rosse's telescope could be no less 
was little but coarse work made in shoe factories, and the old the waters would gradually diminish and the atmo- than one hundred millions, but what instrument of human, 
custom shoemaker and the cobbler furnished nearly all the sphere would become tOO tenuous to breathe. Cavities invention could fathom the infinity of the star depths? We 
boots and shoes of the better class worn. Now, however, wolild form, into which all the waters of the earth would were lost in the presence of the universe to which our rea
it is probable that at last nine· tenths of all the boots and be gradually soaked up; and at last, in the final stage of soning had brought us. Laplace had said that the known 
shoes produced in this country are of factory production. death, the atmosphere would disappear. was little, the unknown immense, but they might say with 
The sole sewing machine stimulated improvements in other The lecturer then proceeded to show, by reference to the greater truth the known was nothing, the unknown infinity. 
departments of the business, but those who have had con- other planets of the solar system, how a criterion could be As a fitting peroration for his lecture he recited the magnifi .. 
trol of the patents therefor have always been fully alive to formed as to when a globe was in one or other of the stages cent rhapsody of Jean Paul Richter, wherein the poet de
the demands of the trade upon them, as the numerous sub- of development he had indicated. The larger the planet scribes a man launched forth into space with an angel for 
sequent pate.nts o?tained by the McKay A�sociation fully was the greater time it would take in cooling down, and so �is �uide: �nd passi?g �rom constellation to consteIl�ti?n 
attest. TheIr busmess has, of course, been Immensely pro- when we came to Jupiter whose diameter was ueven times tIll hlS SPIrIt aches WIth Infimty, and the glory of God IS m

fitab�e; they do not sell the machines, �ut lease them at a that of the earth, we Eho�ld expect to find that every stage sufferable . T�en ��e an�el raised his glorious �ands to 
nommal sum, the manufacturers bemg oblIged to put of its development would be seven times as long as the cor- heaven and CrIed, End IS there none to the UDlverse of 
license stamps on e3ch pair made. These stamps are for responding stage in the history of our e3rth. The larger God-Lo, also, is there no beginning! ". 
half cent a pair for children's shoes, one cent for misses' and planets must, then, be much younger than this world-or at .. , • , .. 
youths', two cents for women's and 3 cents for men's, and, least in an earlier stage of development-and the smaller Utilizing Mllk_eed. 
from one of the affidavits presented on the trial, it appears planets very much older. Beginning with the sun, as the A writer in the Providence Journal predicts a useful that the shoes made under the licenses issued up to the 16th oldest body in our system, he pointed out that in develop· future for the milkweed, which ha3 heretofore been considof August la�t, amou�ted to the immense number (Jf ment it was the youngest; and he showed that if five hun- ered only a cumberer of the ground. Its seeds yield a finer 441,490,380 pa�rs. Takmg the. average prIce of .th� stamps dred millions of years had elapsed since the earth was a oil than linseed; its gum can be used in place of India-rubat .2 cents a paIr, th� total receIpts of the ASsociatIOn from mass of glowing vapor, then three thousand five hundred i ber; and from its floss a fabric resembling Irish poplin has thIS source .would, m round figures, be about �9,000,000, millions of years would be required for the sun to reach the I heen made; while the young shoots are used in the spring but even thIs large sum . would form a very I�adequate present stage of the earth. In the first stage the leading by some people instead of asparagus, which they resemble mea�ure of t.he benefit w�ICh the pubhe has deflv:d from characteristic was intense heat, and every substance was in I in flavor. Now, pertinently adds the writer, if uses can be the IntrodutIOn of thes� Improvements. The peggmg rna· the form of vapor. So in the sun we found oy the aid of, discovered for the thistle and whiteweed, they may prove chme ch:apened the PflC� of ,coarse boots and shoes, but the the spectroscope that many of the substances in a solid and friends in disguise. sole-seWIng machme, WIth ItS advautages for factory use, liquid state on the earth were there in a state of vapor. The 
was necessary to bring down the cost of all the better grades next stage was represented by Jupiter and Saturn; the stage 
of goods, and It efficiently accomplIshed this work. of mid-life by the earth and Venus; and the period of old An Exhibit on Wheels. 

One of the features of Eastern fairs thIS fall is an exhibit .. • • • .. age by Mars and Mercury. The last and final state-death 
The Life and Death 01' a World. -would be found exemplified in a still smaller body-the car con tamIng" Products of the Golden Northwest," fur-

Mr. R. A. Proctor, the celebrated astronomer, recently moon. Jupiter, one thous�nd two hundred and fifty times nished. by the Northern Pacific Rai�way Company . . In the 
delivered a lecture on the" Life and Death of a World" in the size of the earth, and three hundred and forty times as I collectIOn are specimens of the agrIcultural produc.tlOns of 
the Town Hnll, Adelaide, South A nstralia. The En�li8h massive, and Saturn, seven hundred times as large as the i the country . traversed by the road, �tereos?opic VIews of 
Mechanic, from which paper we e'Xtract, remarks that �'r. th d h d d t' . t d th I scenery, natIve woods, and other obJects ltkely to mterest �u ear , an one un re ,Imes as masSIve, represen e el. . , . 
ProctOl', III his exordium, pointed out that perhaps the chief second stage of the earth's existence; and both in point of: IntendI�g. s�ttlers. The car lS run from f�lr to �alr, and 
point in whICh the sCIence of our own times differs from development were younger than the earth. If all the water II the exhIbIt IS calculated to make a powerful ImpreSSIOn. 
that of former days consists m the fact that, on a wider on each were raised in the form of clouds our earth would .. 4 .... 
scale than the ancients did, we recogDlze the presence of appear greatly magnified in size to an inhabitant of Venus;: A RETURN issued by the German Postmaster-General shows 
natural law. Where the ancients traced the law of develop- and JupIter presented exactly that appearance to us. One, the number of post-cards used in Europe in the year 1878 to ment in the hIstory of a plant, or perhaps in the growth of of the satellItes of Jupiter had, on one occasion, been ob- i have been 342,000,000-. Of that number 111,455,000 were 
forests, we ill these days with a larger vision saw that the served to pass inside the edge of the planet, and a few min- posted in the United Kingdom, 108,741,000 in Germany, and 
same law was in force all through the works of creation. utes afterward had been seen outside, as if it had suddenly 30,522,000 in France. In the United States during 1879, 
Applying It to the world III whIch we live, we saw how con· stood still. If the visible surface of Jupiter was solid they 246,000,000 cards were dispatched by the Post Office, and it 
tinents had risen up from the ocean, and how the earth had would be required to believe that the crust of the planet had is estimated that during 1880 the figure WIll rIse to 300,000,
been fashIOned by a slow process of development that might sunk three or four thousand miles-a change in its chndi : 000. The German postal authOrIties estimate the number of 
reqmre mIllIons of years for lts complete fulfillment. Ex- t100 so momentous' that the addltiooal heat engendeflld I cards In use throughout the postal union M 700,000,000. 
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